Year 7 Homework Booklet
Summer Term 1
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“Knowledge is power. Information is liberating. Education is
the premise of progress, in every society, in every family.”
Kofi Annan

Homework matters
At The Carlton Academy we believe that completion of meaningful homework is vital to the success of our students. GCSE courses have
changed, moving away from coursework, controlled assessments and modular exams, and placing a greater emphasis on exams taken at
the end of the course. In light of these changes, it is vital that we support our students to become independent learners, starting in key
stage 3.
It isn’t the just the work completed in lessons that will decide our students’ GCSE results. They need to spend time independently honing
their knowledge and skills required for success. The benefits of learning to study independently stretch beyond just academic success.
Our students will develop skills of self-motivation, organisation and time management that will benefit that in many walks of life in the
future.
The research into homework and how students learn effectively shows that short frequent knowledge-learning tasks, with an emphasis
on self-quizzing will yield the greatest success for our students. In this booklet you will find descriptions of techniques and the resources
needed to successfully build a solid base of background knowledge. Completing this vital preparatory work at home allows more time in
lesson to be spend applying knowledge and in creative learning activities.

Show my homework
We will be continuing to use Show My Homework to communicate with students and parents. To increase the clarity of information put
on Show My Homework, each Show My Homework message will include the following points:
•

The week number and the dates, as outlined in the tables later in this booklet, between which the homework should be completed

•

The date the homework is set will be the start of the week

•

The due date for the homework will be the end of the week which the homework should be completed. This will be a Sunday.

•

That homework will be checked in tutor times

•

That homework will be followed up by quizzing in lessons

•

Any extra direction that the teacher wishes to give eg. A particular activity that they want the students to complete

You must complete all the homework in a given week, as outlined in the tables later in this booklet, even if it has not been entered on
Show My Homework.

How to use this booklet
•

This booklet contains knowledge organisers for each subject, which summarise the background knowledge necessary to be successful
in the subject.

•

Your homework for every subject (except Art) is to practice self-quizzing, using the knowledge organisers and one of the activities on
the following pages.

•

You can choose which activity you want to do, unless directed otherwise by your teacher.

•

Each piece of homework should only take 30 minutes .

•

The tables on the following pages show you which subjects you must do homework for each week. You are must complete
homework for every subject, regardless of whether it is on Show My Homework.

•

All work is to be done in your prep book.

•

The prep books will be checked each week during time.

•

The learning from the homework tasks will be checked through quizzing in lessons.

•

Below are some activities that you can choose to do. Please note that for this half term flashcards have been removed from the
activities to choose from. It is very important that you do not just copy the information from your knowledge organiser into your
prep book.

Big Homework
Alongside factual knowledge, we also want students to have the opportunity to work on more extended pieces of work. We call these
pieces of work Big Homeworks. Each half term there will be a piece of Big Homework for one subject. This half term it is for science.
Rather than a knowledge organiser, the science page has information and guidance about how to complete the Big Homework. You
should spend your science homework time each week working on your Big Homework

Revision clocks.
Study a section of your knowledge organiser and try to
remember it.
Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you can
remember in the first section of your revision clock.
Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that
you had forgotten.
Repeat with a different section of the knowledge
organiser.
Completing a whole clock is likely to take more than 1
homework session.

Red pen, black pen.

Questions and answers.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and try to
remember it.

Use your knowledge organiser to write a list of
questions in your prep book.

Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you can
remember in your prep book in blue or black pen.

Cover your knowledge organiser and write the answers
in your prep book.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that
you had forgotten in red pen.

Check your answers and correct any that you got wrong
with a red pen.

Repeat with a different section of the knowledge
organiser.

A5 revision cards.
Study a section of your knowledge organiser and
try to remember it.
Cover the knowledge organiser and write what you
can remember into a section of the diagram.
Check your knowledge organiser and add anything
that you had forgotten.

Text to pictures.

Languages practice.

Study a section of your knowledge organiser and draw
pictures/diagrams to help you to remember what you
are reading, on a piece of paper.

For French and Spanish you should use your knowledge
organisers to write sentences using key vocabulary.

Cover the knowledge organiser and, using only your
diagrams as prompts, write what you can remember in
your prep book.

Use the sentence structures and vocabulary lists
provided.
Practice the sentences with a family member or a friend.

Check your knowledge organiser and add anything that
you had forgotten.
Copies of resources can be collected from the library.
There is one subject that is excepted from this, Art. For Art students need to independently practice the skills that they
are learning in lessons. Art teachers will set separate homework tasks and Art knowledge organisers are provided in this
booklet to assist in the completion of these.

The tables below are so that you can see the subjects that you need to produce homework for each week. It is up to you to decide on
which day you will complete the work for each subject. Once you have completed this ask a parent or carer to sign it off. It will be
checked at school.
Week 1: 23 April – 28 April
Subject
English
Maths
Science
Geography
Philosophy, religion and ethics
Art
Drama
Spanish
Signed (school)

Day completed

Signed (home)

Subject
English
Maths
Science
History
Technology (D and T, food,
Business or Photography)
Music
PE
French or 30 min reading
Signed (school)

Day completed

Signed (home)

Week 2: 29 April – 5 May

Week 3: 6 May – 12 May
Subject
English
Maths
Science
Geography
Philosophy, religion and ethics
Art
Drama
Spanish
Signed (school)

Day completed

Signed (home)

Subject
English
Maths
Science
History
Technology (D and T, food,
Business or Photography)
Music
PE
French or 30 min reading
Signed (school)

Day completed

Signed (home)

Week 4: 13 May – 19 May

Week 5: 20 May – 16 May
Subject
English
Maths
Science
Geography
Philosophy, religion and ethics
Art
Drama
Spanish
Signed (school)

Day completed

Signed (home)

Accelerated reader

You develop reading skills most effectively when you read appropriately challenging books – difficult
enough to keep you engaged but not so difficult that you become frustrated. Your Accelerated Reader
book levels give you a massive range of books to do just this.
Get ahead and quiz as soon as you finish your book. You can quiz from home – you don’t need to
wait for your next lesson! To do this you need to follow the links through the login section of The
Carlton Academy website. Your log sheet will be updated for you.

Rewards! Rewards! Rewards!





Receive a prize for reaching your
target points
Earn achievement points as you read
Become an Accelerated Reader word
millionaire!
The winning house will be rewarded
each week

‘The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more
places you’ll go.’ Dr Seuss

ART

Impressionism

Art Analysis

This is the Art Movement
we will be studying this
term in Art.
Artist Questions (Use Art
terms and always write in
full sentences)What is successful about
the work?
How is colour used?
Use of the formal
elements?

How to structure your writing.
Introduction: What is the name of the artist and what is the name of the piece
you are looking at? When was it made?
What do you first think when looking at this piece of work?
Description: What types of colours and shapes has the artist used? How would
you describe the lines and textures in the image?
How do you think the piece of art was made? What sort of techniques and
media did the artist use?
Is there anything interesting or unusual that you notice about the work?
Interpretation: What do you think the meaning of the work is? Does the piece
of work remind you of anything? If you were the artist, what would you call
this piece of art and how would you further develop it?
Evaluation: What do you like the most about the piece of art? How does the
piece relate to your own work? What ideas could you use from this piece in
your own work?

A
1
2
Use these words
and phrases to
help structure
your written work:
Firstly, to begin with, secondly, in contrast, on the other hand, however,
alternatively, in comparison with, particularly, especially, in particular, most
importantly, equally, identically, likewise, coupled with, together with, similarly,
for example, such as, specifically, including, evidence of this, to illustrate this,

3
4
5
6

B C D

ART

Business and IT

What is cloud computing?
Cloud computing is storing and using services
online, rather than storing them locally on
a device such as a hard drive. Cloud computing is
becoming more popular as web browsers become
more powerful and network coverage is more
widely available.

Advantages of cloud computing
Backing up - data backed up in the cloud with a
reliable provider can be more reliable than storing your
information on a hard drive or USB flash memory stick.
Compatibility - documents and files are designed to
be compatible across different machines and browsers.
Cost – the user doesn’t need to buy the latest software as
it might be freely accessible through web apps.
Independence – the user can work with their files on different
computers.
Reliable software - web software and browsers are
updated online. The user doesn’t have to download the
latest updates.
Disadvantages of cloud computing
Connection – the user can only access their information if they
have a network connection.
Copyright – the user sometimes loses legal rights to
their original material if they store it online.
Security - data stored online is vulnerable to security attacks.
Software - web apps do not usually have as many
detailed functions as a full software package.
Storage - it is not always possible to store more than
a few gigabytes online with one provider, whereas it is possible
to purchase a few terabytes of physical storage to save
information at home.

Design and Technology
Plastics
• Self finishing. No need to sand/paint/varnish.
• Can be made into complex shapes due to wide range
of moulding/forming processes.
• Readily available
• Large environmental impact
• Not biodegradable
Thermoplastic – Plastic that can be heated and remoulded.
Easy to recycle.
Thermosetting Plastic – Plastic that can be heated to
mould, but not reheated.
Can’t be recycled.

Manufactured Boards
Made from the waste sections of felled trees – the parts
which are of little use as planks. The wood is reduced to
pulp, particles or thin strips and bonded together using
special adhesives or resins.
•
come in sheet form (usually 1.2 x 2.4m)
•
are extremely stable and of uniform thickness
•
are less expensive than laminating planks of timber
•
can be covered with veneers
•
are available in a variety of thicknesses (3, 6, 9, 12,
15, 18, 22mm etc).

Woods
Hardwood – usually obtained from deciduous
trees, which lose their leaves in autumn.

Softwood – usually obtained from coniferous
trees, which keep their leaves in winter.

•

•

•
•
•
•

usually grow in colder climates and are
mainly grown in Scandinavia and Northern
Europe
•
grow thin, needle-like leaves
•
grow relatively quickly (30 years)
•
are easier to sustain than hardwood trees
•
are easy to cut and shape
•
are usually cheaper than hardwoods.
Forest Stewardship Council works to improve forest management
worldwide.

usually grow in warmer more humid
climates, mainly in South America and
Asia
grow slowly (80+ years)
are more difficult to sustain than
softwoods
are more expensive than softwoods
are strong and hardwearing.

The FSC trademarks provide a guarantee to consumers that the
products they buy come from responsible sources.
Sustainability
The products we manufacture are consuming the Earths resources at an alarming rate.
Sustainability refers to products that have been designed and made to have a lesser impact on the
environment. Responsible designers and companies modify design ideas to ensure that sustainability issues
are taken into account when choosing materials, processes and finishes.

Materials fall into two categories:

Carbon Footprint
Every product we manufacture has a carbon footprint
due to the CO2 released during the products life cycle.
The carbon produced has a serious impact on our global
warming and companies can reduce this impact by
limiting their use of fossil fuels, energy consumption and
designing for reuse or recycling.

Non-Renewable Resources

Renewable Resources

Raw materials that come from non-renewable
(finite) resources that are in limited supply.
Examples of these include oil, ores and minerals.
They are natural materials but they will eventually
run out.

Renewable means we can create more as long
as they are regrown or replaced.
Examples include timber (wood/card/paper) or
cotton etc. Timber that carries the FSC logo is
renewable as it is replanted.

Further information can be found on www.technologystudent.com

Design and Technology
Fibres

FIBRE

• Fibres come in lengths – short = staple fibres and long =
filaments.
• Yarns made from filaments are smooth
• Yarns made from staple fibres tend to be ‘hairier’.
• Yarns are available in different thicknesses:
- 1-ply = single yarn
- 2-ply = two yarns twisted together
- 3-ply = three yarns twisted together

Natural Fibres

Tiny ‘hairs’ that are spun into yarns – the threads that are
woven or knitted into fabrics.

PROPERTIES

USES

Wool

Good: warm and absorbent
Bad: can shrink when washed and dries slowly

Woven in Jumpers
and dresses

Linen

Good: strong and hard-wearing
Bad: creases and high flammability

Woven in trousers
and summer suits

Cotton

Good: absorbent and comfortable
Bad: creases and high-flammability

Woven in T-shirts and
socks

Good: strong and smooth
Bad: doesn’t wash well and weak when wet.

Woven in ties and
shirts

Good: cheap and resists creasing
Bad: not absorbent

Knitted in sportswear
Woven in bedsheets

Nylon

Good: strong and hard wearing
Bad: damaged by sunlight and not absorbent

Knitted in sportswear
and clothing

Acrylic

Good: elastic and warm
Bad: not very absorbent and high flammability

Knitted in jumpers

Good: lightweight and extremely elastic
Bad: not absorbent and high flammability

Mixed with other
yarns to give stretch

Silk

Natural fibres

Wool:
• From a sheep’s fleece – sheared, cleaned, washed
(scoured) and combed (carding).
LINEN:
• From the stalk of a flax plant – remove the seeds, loosen
the bark (retting), remove the bark (scutching), carding.
COTTON:
• From the seed pods of the cotton plant – treated with
chemicals, cleaned, seeds removed, carding.
SILK:
• From the cocoon made by silk worms – soften the gum
by soaking in warm water, the filament is then unwound
(reeling).

Polyeste
r

Synthetic Fibres

Fibres obtained from natural sources (plants and animals).
Harvested and processed before being spun into yarn.
• Come from renewable sources (always produce more)
• Sustainable.
• Biodegradable
• Often recyclable.
• Absorbent and strong when dry
• Poor resistance to biological damage e.g. moths and
mould.

Elastane
(LYCRA)

Synthetic fibres
Man-made fibres made from polymers that come mainly
from coal or oil.
POLYESTER, LYCRA, ACRYLIC (coal):
• Crude oil is heated to separate the chemicals, some
of the chemicals are made into polymers, polymers
are melted to form a liquid, it’s then cooled to form
long filaments that are turned into yarn.
NYLON (oil):
• Coal is heated in a container to make a sludge called
coal tar, the chemicals are turned into monomers
which are used to form filaments and turned to yarn.

Making fabrics
Woven – interlacing two sets of
yarns.
Knitted – interlocking one or
more yarns together using loops.
Bonded – non –woven ‘webs’
made of synthetic fibres glued or
melted together.

Design and Technology - Food
Eatwell Guide

Top Shelf - It is best for pre-prepared foods such as

Food Storage

yogurt, cheese and sauces. Store cooked
meat and leftovers in sealed containers on
the shelves underneath.

Bottom shelf -Keep raw meat, fish and poultry in its sealed
packaging, or place it in sealed containers
and store on the bottom shelf.
Door racks - The door racks are a good place for eggs,
condiments, jam and fruit juice.

Carbohydrates- They need to be wholemeal and
starchy so they are slowly realised to give us
energy.
Proteins- This is needed for growth and repair you
should have at least 2 portions of fish a week and
eat less processed proteins.
Dairy and Fats- This helps with strong bones and
teeth. Fats help protect your vital organs. You
need to choose low fat products
Fruit and vegetables- 5 portions of fruit and veg
should be eaten each day. This helps get all your
vital vitamins.
Oil and spreads- Choose unsaturated options and
ensure only small amounts are eaten.

Temperatures to store food and cook food
0-5 degrees- fridge temperature
-18 degrees freezer temperature
Food is said to be cooked and bacteria killed at 75 degrees for 2 minutes
Sustainable Protein
By 2050 animal proteins are thought to be extinct
Alternative proteins have been considered like crickets,
soya and mealworms
Crickets have been turned into flour and is gluten free
but provides proteins
Planning in food
Shapes used in the flow diagram
No

Seasonality in food
Seasonality of food refers to the times of year when a
given type food is at its peak, either in terms of harvest
or its flavour. This is usually the time when the item is
the cheapest and the freshest on the market. The
food's peak time in terms of harvest usually coincides
with when its flavour is at its best.

Instructions
Start/
Finish

Decision

diamond

What needs to be included in the plan
Equipment
Method
Hygiene
Safety
What is included in the mise en place

Yes

Further information can be found on www.foodafactforlife.org.uk

Drama

English
Elizabethan England

•
•
•
•
•

The era called the Elizabethan England was a time of many changes and
developments and was also considered as the Golden Age in English
history.
This era was led by Queen Elizabeth I, the sixth and last ruler of the
House of Tudor.
Queen Elizabeth I was considered by many to be England’s best monarch.
She was wise and a just Queen and chose the right advisers and was not
dominated by them.
She ruled the Elizabethan era for 45 years and during this time was the
height of the English Renaissance and the time of the development of
English poetry and literature.
When she died in 1603, she was succeeded by King James I of Scotland
Religion in Elizabethan England

•

•
•
•

1

2

Since we do not know much about the personal life of William
Shakespeare, we cannot say for sure what religion he practiced in private.
We do know that he was born under the rule of Elizabeth I, who was
Protestant and outlawed Catholicism. Thus, Shakespeare's public faith
would have been Protestant.
Protestantism had been finally established as the national religion the
year before Shakespeare was born. Hence, from his earliest days, he
would be familiar with its rites and ceremonies.
Despite being against the law, Catholicism still existed, especially in the
North of England, and Catholics were forced to meet and conduct
ceremonies in secret.
Elizabeth I’s treatment of Catholics made her many enemies, such as
Catholic France and Spain, resulting in wars and battles such as the battle
with the Spanish Armada in 1588.

English
Marriage in Elizabethan England

•

•
•
•

3

Just like today, a wedding was seen as one of the most
important day’s in a person’s life. The major difference
to Elizabethan wedding customs to a modern day Western
marriage is that the woman had very little, if any, choice in
who her husband might be.
Marriages were frequently arranged so that both families
involved would benefit. Marriages would be arranged to
bring prestige or wealth to the family.
It was not uncommon for the bride and groom to meet for
the first time on their wedding day.
The groom would receive a dowry. This was an Elizabethan
wedding custom which benefited the husband. A dowry was
an amount of money, goods, and property that the bride
would bring to the marriage. It was also referred to as her
marriage portion. The law gave a husband full rights over his
wife. She effectively became his property.

Exploration and Colonialism in Elizabethan England

•

•

•

•

4

European countries such as Spain, Portugal, France and
England began exploring lands outside of Europe in search of
trade and riches. These lands included parts of Asia, Africa
and the newly discovered Americas, which the Europeans
referred to as The New World.
Soon, the Europeans began taking over and running many of
these lands for their own benefit. This is known as
Colonialism, with the ruled lands being referred to as
Colonies.
The Europeans discovered that they could acquire huge
profits through selling African slaves to work in these
colonies. This came to be known as the Transatlantic Slave
Trade. Many Europeans justified the buying and selling of
human beings through their belief that Africans were subhuman.
England was a latecomer to overseas exploration. When
Elizabeth became queen in 1558, England had no available
routes for trading in Africa, Asia, or the New World, and it
ruled no overseas colonies. Soon, however, independent
traders and adventurers of Elizabethan England challenged
Spain and Portugal and claimed a number of colonies in the
New World for England

French

MODULE: BIEN DANS SA PEAU (HEALTHY LIVING)
VOCAB

KEY QUESTIONS
Tu as mal où?

Where does it hurt?
Tu aimes le sport?

Do you like sport?
Tu fais du sport?

Do you do sport?

French

MODULE: BIEN DANS SA PEAU (HEALTHY LIVING)

Est-ce que tu manges sain?

Do you eat healthily?
Qu’est-ce qu’il faut faire
pour rester en forme?

What do you have to do to
stay healthy?

GRAMMAR

Que fais-tu pour rester en
forme? Que vas-tu faire pour
rester en forme?

What do you do to stay
healthy? What are you going to
do to stay healthy?

KEY
QUESTIONS

Geography

Development
Task 1: Learn the following definitions

Task 2: Learn the following definitions

Bilateral aid – when a government in
one country provides aid to the
government of a foreign country
Choropleth map – a map which uses
different shades of one colour to show
average values for a certain thing
Development – the process of change
which means people reach an acceptable
standard of living and/or quality of life
Ecological footprint – the impact of
people’s lifestyle on the natural
environment
Extreme poverty – when an individual
person lives with so little that their basic
human needs are severely deprived
Gender inequality – the unequal
treatment of people based on their
gender
GNI – Gross National Income - a way of
measuring a country’s wealth by adding
up the value of all goods and services
produced in one year
GNI per capita – the total GNI divided by
the number of people who live in that
country

Human development Index (HDI) – a way of
measuring a country’s development that
combines wealth, health and education
International Aid – the voluntary donation
of money, goods or services from one
country to another
Non-governmental organisations – large
groups that work around the world but who
are not governments, such as charities like
Oxfam or Save the Children (NGOs)
Poverty – lacking access to basic human
needs such as clean water, shelter, food,
work, health care, sanitation and education
Quality of life – the general well being of
people, which includes income, health,
education, freedom and the environment
Standard of living – the economic
circumstances of people, how much money
they have and what they buy with that
money
United Nations – an organisation made up of
representatives from 193 different countries.
It was formed after WW2 and aims to
preserve peace, eliminate poverty and
protect human rights.

Task 3: Map work
Use the outline map provided, and an
atlas or the internet. Locate and label
the following:
• Each of the 7 continents
• Each of the 5 oceans
• The Equator
• The countries of: China, Costa Rica,
Japan, UK, Norway, Sierra Leone,
USA, Nepal, Malawi, Mexico

Your teacher will tell you
which task to complete each
week

Geography

This map is for use with task 3:

History

Big Homework

Each half term a particular subject will be setting a single piece of extended work, designed to be done over a number of weeks. This provides an opportunity for
students to look at a specific subject in more depth

The task: create a project on slavery
What could I do it on?
The homework can be on any aspect of
slavery in either the Americas and the
Caribbean or in Britain. For example you
could do it on:
•The general history of slavery
•The history of slavery in one place (such
as the USA or Jamaica)
•The story of one person e.g. Olaudah
Equiano
•The campaign for the end of slavery e.g.
the work of people like William
Wilberforce
•The fight for equal rights following slavery
(e.g. the Civil Rights Movement in the USA)
You will need to decide which aspect you
would like to focus on and then do lots of
RESEARCH on your topic.
Success criteria: your project will be judged
on how detailed the information is and how
creative it is.

How should I present my
research?

Where can I find information to
use in my project?

How you present your research and
your project is up to you. The rule is
though that it must have taken up a
substantial amount of time. It could
be:
•A PPT presentation (you might even
want to present it to the class)
•A detailed report (several pages
expected)
•A booklet of information and pictures
(see Romans booklet example in class)
•A film/ documentary (that you have
made not just that you have found!)
•A slave diary presented however you
want. You could even tea stain it.

You can research this on the
internet. Here are some useful
websites you can use as a starting
point:
https://www.blackhistorymonth.or
g.uk/section/history-of-slavery/

Talk to your History teacher if you have
a different idea and they can approve it
for you.

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/gui
des/zy7fr82/revision/1
Alternatively you could go to your
local or school library. You could
also watch some documentaries or
TV series on slavery.

This is your chance to impress us
and show us what you can do.
There will be prizes for the very
best efforts.

Maths

Plotting Graphs – MathsWatch A14a
Plot the graph of y = 2x – 3
Draw a table of values and substitute
each x-value into the formula to find
the y-value.

This will help you find terms within the
sequence such as the 100th term.

Username: A0_____@carlton
Password: password

It shows you what to do with the position
number to get the term number. E.g. If the
rule is 2n + 7

Sequences – MathsWatch A11a
Find the term-to-term rule of the
sequence:
term:

Plot each pair of coordinates:
(-3, -9), (-2, -7), etc. – and draw a
straight line through all of the points.

Generating Sequences – MathsWatch A11b

MathsWatch Login

1

5

9

13

+4
+4
+4
The sequence is adding 4 each time, so the
term-to-term rule is +4.

(1x2)+7=9

(2x2)+7=11 (3x2)+7=13

So the sequence is 9, 11, 13, ….
Now complete the generating sequences task
on MathsWatch.
Nth term – MathsWatch A11c

Now complete the sequences task on
MathsWatch.
Equation of a Line – MathsWatch A14c
Straight lines are written in the form
y=mx+c.

The intercept or c is where the line crosses
the y-axis.
Now complete the plotting linear
graphs task on MathsWatch.

Now complete the y=mx+c task on
MathsWatch.

Find the nth term of the sequence:
5, 8, 11, 14,
…
n:
1
2
3
term:
5
8
11
+3

+3

4
14

+3

The common difference is 3, so 3n is in the
formula.
3n:
3
6
9
12

+2

+2

+2

+2

Term:
5
8
11
14
th
We have to +2 to get the term. So the n term is
3n + 2.
Now complete the nth term sequences task on
MathsWatch.

Music

PRE

Ultimate questions
Short answer test (part of your assessment for this topic). You must
learn the answers to all the questions.
1. What are the four main beliefs about life after death? 1.
reincarnation, 2. reward/punishment, 3. spirit lives on, 4. nothing.
2. What is a paranormal? Events that are beyond scientific
understanding such as ghosts or psychics.
3. What is reincarnation? The rebirth of a soul in another body.
4. What is a near death experience? An experience taking place on
the brink of death, usually an out of body experience or vision of
the afterlife.
5. What is the soul? The spiritual part of a human being or animal,
regarded as immortal.
6. What do Christians believe about the soul? Souls live on after the
body dies. People are made to have an eternal relationship with
God.
7. What is materialism? The belief that material possessions are
more important than spiritual values.
8. Name three views on the meaning of life: Spiritual, Materialistic,
Pleasure.
9. What is the Big Bang theory? The idea that the world started from
a single matter that expanded over many years to create the
universe and the earth.
10. What does the term designer baby mean? Technology allows us
to screen and select embryos due to their genes.
11. What does IVF stand for? In Vitro Fertilisation.
12. What is a clone? To make a replica. An exact copy.
13. What is the term used that means the process where the
structure and characteristics of a gene are changed? Genetic
Engineering.

Key Words:
Life after death – the debate of what happens to you after you die.
The soul – the immaterial (not physical) part of a body which is immortal
(does not die).
Animal testing – the process used to test products on animals to make sure
they are safe for human use.
Creation – In religion, the terms used for the creation of the world by God in
6 days.
Big bang theory – a scientific theory of how the world began which states
the universe started from a single matter which expanded over time.
Designer baby – Embryos (the beginning stage of a baby) which have been
chosen for specific traits (e.g hair colour) or been modified to change their
appearance.
Cloning – a process which makes and exact copy of the original thing. For
example dolly the sheep.

Photography

Photography

PE

As we move into the summer terms, many more PE lessons will begin to take place outdoors. During these lessons, you’ll start to
practice some athletics in time for Sports Day! You might not be aware of all the events so here’s a quick overview of all the activities
we may potentially do. We’ve also included the Components of Fitness that will be required for the events.
TRACK EVENTS:
100m & 200m – In sprinting events,
you will need speed and power &
reaction time for the start of the
races.

TRACK EVENTS:
400m, 800m & 1500m – Long
distance running events that
require good levels of muscular
& aerobic endurance

FIELD EVENTS:
Javelin – This is one of the throwing events
where you try and achieve a distance with
the correct technique. The most relevant
component of fitness is power. The javelin
score will be invalid if the tail-end lands in
the ground first.

Shot – Another event
where athletes attempt
to achieve a good
throwing distance. The
shot must be pushed
through using power in
the shoulders.

Discus – The third of the three
throwing events, discus involves
a different technique to javelin
and shot but still requires the
same fitness component –
power.

Triple Jump – On sports day, there will
be two types of jumping events that
you might want to put yourself forward
for, one of which being the triple jump.
In this Olympic event, good coordination is required as athletes need
to be able to master the sequence of
the hop, step and jump. The score will
be taken from where they land in the
pit. IF the athlete gets the sequence
wrong or fails to take off before the
marker, their score will not count.

Long Jump – The second of the two jumping
events, the long jump is where the athlete is able
to run and build up momentum before trying to
haul themselves into the pit and achieve a good
distance. The score given is from where the athlete
lands – not where they end up. Athletes need good
speed for the run up as well as power to spring
themselves up and forward.

PE
Key Skills:
Bowling – Throwing the ball underarm towards the
batter, aiming for the ball to reach them somewhere
between the shoulders and the knees. Bowlers must
remain in their square when bowling.
Batting – Holding the bat with the correct grip and
stance, strike the ball to an area of the pitch that will
give you the best chance of scoring a full rounder.
Batters must stay in their square when batting.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Catching & Fielding – Fielders should position
themselves in areas around the pitch that will limit the
batting teams’ score as much as possible. Fielders
should aim to catch the ball safely with both hands.
Batters will be given out if a fielder catches the ball
before it bounces.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Key Rules:
BATTING:
OUT if they hit the ball and it has been caught by a
fielder/backstop.
OUT if the fielder stumps the post that the batter is running
towards.
OUT if a batter overtakes another when running around the track.
OUT if they drop the bat after hitting the ball – YOU MUST TAKE IT
WITH YOU!
OUT if the batter runs on the inside of the posts rather than the
outside.
OUT if the batter doesn’t make contact with the post and it is
stumped.
If the batter hits the ball behind them, they must wait for the ball
to come back in-play from the backwards area.
SCORING:
If the batter hits the ball and manages to reach the fourth post
without getting out (Same with a no ball), then ONE FULL
ROUNDER will be scored.
If the batter reaches the fourth post WITHOUT hitting the ball, ½
rounder will be scored.
If the batter hits the ball but only manages to reach the second or
third post, that will also result in ½ rounder.
NO BALLS:
If the ball doesn’t reach the batter between their shoulders and
their knees (E.g. going too high or too low).
The ball is played too wide of the batter
The ball bounces before reaching the batter

Science - Biology
Week 1
Gamete: these are sex cells
Fertilisation: when the nucleus of a sperm and the
nucleus of an egg cell join
Gestation: the time in the uterus from fertilisation to
birth
Uterus: Where a baby develops until it’s birth
Embryo: the ball of cells formed when a fertilised
egg divides
Fetus: Formed from an embryo that has been
growing for 8 weeks

What do seeds need for growth?
1. Water – allows embryo to swell
2. Oxygen – for respiration
3. Warmth – speeds up reactions

Stamen: the male reproductive part of the
flower
Anther: produces pollen, the male gamete
Filament: holds up the anther
Carpel: the female reproductive part of the
flower
Stigma: pollen grains stick to this
Style: holds up the stigma
Ovary: contains ovules, the female gamete

Three important structures in the uterus:
1. Placenta – where substances pas between
mother’s blood and fetus’s blood
2. Umbilical cord – connects fetus to placenta
3. Fluid sac – protects the fetus

Week 3

Week 2

4 methods of seed dispersal
1. Wind eg dandelion
2. Animal – internal (eat fruit and spread
seed in droppings) or external (seeds
stick to the animal
3. Water – seeds drop into and float in
water
4. Explosive- pods burst when they are
ripe

Insect-pollinated
plants

Wind-pollinated
plants

Bright coloured
petals and sweet
smell

Small, dull petals

Contain nectar

No nectar

Sticky or spiky pollen

Pollen has low mass

Anther and stigma
firmly held

Anthers hang out of
flower

Little pollen

Lots of pollen

Sticky stigma

Stigma hang out of
flower

Science - Chemistry
Week 4

Week 5

Week 5

1. De Vacaciones – On Holiday

2. Exclamaciones - Exclamations (opinions)

4. ¿Cuándo? – When?

Spanish

3 ¿Qué hiciste? – What did you do?

Spanish
Gramática - Grammar
5. ¿Cómo te fue? – How was it?

The preterite (past) tense of IR and SER: They are both irregular
verbs. They are identical in the preterite (past) tense

Mi hermana fue a Italia. Fue un desastre.
My sister went to Italy. It was a disaster.
The preterit (past) tense of regular verbs: you use the preterite
(past tense) to talk about completed events in the past.
Regular –ar / -er/ -ir verbs follow these patterns:
Bailar (-AR)
to dance

Conocer (-ER)
to meet

Escribir (-IR)
to write

I (yo)

Bailé

Conocí

Escribí

You (tú)

Bailaste

Conociste

Escribiste

He/she/it (él/ella)

Bailó

Conoció

Escribió

We (nosotros)

Bailamos

Conocimos

Escribimos

You pl (vosotros)

Bailasteis

Conocisteis

Escribisteis

They (ellos/ellas)

Bailaron

Conocieron

Escribieron

Jugar  jugué

sacar  saqué

Spanish 1 hour a week group
Week 1

Week 2

